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Abstract. In this paper, we propose a novel approach to address the
challenges of printed Urdu text recognition using high-resolution, multi-
scale semantic feature extraction. Our proposed UTRNet architecture,
a hybrid CNN-RNN model, demonstrates state-of-the-art performance
on benchmark datasets. To address the limitations of previous works,
which struggle to generalize to the intricacies of the Urdu script and
the lack of sufficient annotated real-world data, we have introduced
the UTRSet-Real, a large-scale annotated real-world dataset compris-
ing over 11,000 lines and UTRSet-Synth, a synthetic dataset with 20,000
lines closely resembling real-world and made corrections to the ground
truth of the existing IIITH dataset, making it a more reliable resource
for future research. We also provide UrduDoc, a benchmark dataset for
Urdu text line detection in scanned documents. Additionally, we have
developed an online tool for end-to-end Urdu OCR from printed docu-
ments by integrating UTRNet with a text detection model. Our work
not only addresses the current limitations of Urdu OCR but also paves
the way for future research in this area and facilitates the continued
advancement of Urdu OCR technology. The project page with source
code, datasets, annotations, trained models, and online tool is available
at abdur75648.github.io/UTRNet.

Keywords: Urdu OCR · UTRNet· UTRSet · Printed Text Recognition
· High-Resolution Feature Extraction

1 Introduction

Printed text recognition, also known as optical character recognition (OCR), in-
volves converting digital images of text into machine-readable text and is an im-
portant topic of research in the realm of document analysis with applications in a
wide variety of areas [61]. While OCR has transformed the accessibility & utility
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(a) Sample 1

(b) Sample 2 (c) Sample 3 (d) Sample 4

Fig. 1: Intricacies of the script. (a) All 5 characters inside the boxes are the
same, but they look different as the shape of the character relies on its position
and context in the ligature. The box contains 8 characters in (b) and 11 in (c),
demonstrating that the script has a very high degree of overlap. (c) The word
shown consists of 6 distinct characters of similar shape, which differ merely by
the arrangement of little dots (called “Nuqta”) around them.

of written/printed information, it has traditionally been focused on Latin lan-
guages, leaving non-Latin low-resource languages such as Urdu, Arabic, Pashto,
Sindhi and Persian largely untapped. Despite recent developments in Arabic
script OCR [18,5,28], research on OCR for Urdu remains limited [34,27,35]. With
over 230 million native speakers and a huge literature corpus, including classical
prose and poetry, newspapers, and manuscripts, Urdu is the 10th most spoken
language in the world [43,30]. Hence the development of a robust OCR system
for Urdu remains an open research problem and a crucial requirement for effi-
cient storage, indexing, and consumption of its vast heritage, mainly its classical
literature.

However, the intricacies of the Urdu script, which predominantly exists in
the Nastaleeq style, present significant challenges. It is primarily cursive, with a
wide range of variations in writing style and a high degree of overall complexity,
as shown in Fig. 1. Though Arabic script is similar [56], the challenges faced in
recognizing Urdu text differ significantly. Arabic text is usually printed in the
Naskh style, which is mostly upright and less cursive, and has only 28 alpha-
bets [28], in contrast to the Urdu script, which consists of 45 main alphabets,
26 punctuation marks, 8 honorific marks, and 10 Urdu digits, as well as var-
ious special characters from Persian and Arabic, English alphabets, numerals,
and punctuation marks, resulting in a total of 181 distinct glyphs [30] that need
to be recognized. Furthermore, the lack of large annotated real-world datasets
in Urdu compounds these challenges, making it difficult to compare different
models’ performance accurately and to continue advancing research in the field
(Section 4). The lack of standardization in many Urdu fonts and their rendering
schemes (particularly in early Urdu literature) further complicates the generation
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ا ے ک ں و ف ذ ٹ ث ڈ

Fig. 2: Plot showing character-wise accuracies of UTRNet-Small and SOTA for
Urdu OCR, presented in [30]. It can be observed that the accuracy gap is larger
for the last 5 characters (right side), which differ from several other characters
having the same shape only in terms of presence and arrangement of dots around
them, as compared to the first 5 characters, which are simpler ones.

of synthetic data that closely resembles real-world representations. This hinders
experiments with more recent transformer-based OCR models that require large
training datasets (Table 3B) [57,70,37]. As a result, a naive application of the
methods developed for other languages does not result in a satisfactory perfor-
mance for Urdu (Table 3), highlighting the need for exclusive research in OCR
for Urdu.

The purpose of our research is to address these long-standing limitations in
printed Urdu text recognition through the following key contributions:

1. We propose a novel approach using high-resolution, multi-scale semantic
feature extraction in our UTRNet architecture, a hybrid CNN-RNN model,
that demonstrates state-of-the-art performance on benchmark datasets.

2. We create UTRSet-Real, a large-scale annotated real-world dataset compris-
ing over 11,000 lines.

3. We have developed a robust synthetic data generation module and release
UTRSet-Synth, a high-quality synthetic dataset of 20,000 lines closely re-
sembling real-world representations of Urdu text.

4. We correct many annotation errors in one of the benchmark datasets [30] for
Urdu OCR, thereby elevating its reliability as a valuable resource for future
research endeavours and release the corrected annotations publicly.

5. We have curated UrduDoc, a real-world Urdu documents text line detection
dataset. The dataset is a byproduct of our efforts towards UTRSet-Real,
and contains line segmentation annotation for 478 pages generated from
more than 130 books.

6. To make the output of our project available to a larger non-computing re-
search community, as well as lay users, we have developed an online tool for
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end-to-end Urdu OCR, integrating UTRNet with a third-party text detec-
tion model.

In addition to our key contributions outlined above, we conduct a thorough
comparative analysis of state-of-the-art (SOTA) Urdu OCRmodels under similar
experimental setups, using a unifying framework introduced by [8] that encom-
passes feature extraction, sequence modelling and prediction stages and provides
a common perspective for all the existing methods. We also examine the contri-
butions of individual modules towards accuracy as an ablation study (Table 2).
Finally, we discuss the remaining limitations and potential avenues for future
research in Urdu text recognition.

2 Related Work

The study of Urdu OCR has gained attention only in recent years. While the
first OCR tools were developed more than five decades back [34], the earli-
est machine learning based Urdu OCR was developed in 2003 [47]. Since then,
the research in this field has progressed from isolated character recognition to
word/ligature level recognition to line level recognition (see [34,27,35] for a de-
tailed survey). Early approaches primarily relied on handcrafted features, and
traditional machine learning techniques, such as nearest neighbour classifica-
tion, PCA & HMMs [64,33,53,2], to classify characters after first segmenting
individual characters/glyphs from a line image. These techniques often required
extensive pre-processing and struggled to achieve satisfactory performance on
large, varied datasets.

Recently segmentation-free end-to-end approaches based on CNN-RNN hy-
brid networks [30] have been introduced, in which a CNN [38] is used to extract
low-level visual features from input data which is then fed to an RNN [63] to
get contextual features for the output transcription layer. Among the current
SOTA models for Urdu OCR (Table 3C), VGG networks [60] have been used
for feature extraction in [30,45,44], whereas ResNet networks [25] have been uti-
lized in [31]. For sequential modelling, BiLSTM networks [54] have been used in
[30,31], while MDLSTM networks [13] have been employed in [45,44]. All of these
approaches utilize a Connectionist Temporal Classification (CTC) layer [22] for
output transcription. In contrast, [6] utilizes a DenseNet [26] and GRU network
[16] with an attention-based decoder layer [9] for final transcription. Arabic, like
Urdu, shares many similarities in the script as discussed above, and as such, the
journey of OCR development has been similar [29,18]. Recent works have shown
promising results in recognising Arabic text through a variety of methods, in-
cluding traditional approaches [55,77], as well as DL-based approaches such as
CNN-RNN hybrids [20,29], attention-based models [62,12], and a range of net-
work architectures [49,23,36,32]. However, these approaches still struggle when it
comes to recognizing Urdu text, as evident from the low accuracies achieved by
SOTA Arabic OCR methods like [20], [62] and [12] in our experimental results
presented in Table 3.
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(c) Multiscale feature extraction module for UTRNet-Large based on HRNet [66]

Fig. 3: Proposed Architecture

While each of the methods proposed so far has claimed to have pushed the
boundary of the technology, they often rely on the same methodologies used for
other languages without considering the complexities specific to Urdu script and,
as such, do not fully utilize the potential in this field. Additionally, a fair com-
parison among these approaches has been largely missing due to inconsistencies
in the datasets used, as described in the dataset section below.

3 Proposed Architecture

Recently, transformer-based models have achieved state-of-the-art performance
on various benchmarks [24]. However, these models have the drawback of be-
ing highly data-intensive and requiring large amounts of training data, making
it difficult to use them for several tasks with limited real-world data, such as
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printed Urdu text recognition (as discussed in Section 1). In light of this, we
propose UTRNet (Figure 3), a novel CNN-RNN hybrid network that offers a vi-
able alternative. The proposed model effectively extracts high-resolution multi-
scale features while capturing sequential dependencies, making it an ideal fit
for Urdu text recognition in real-world scenarios. We have designed UTRNet
in two versions: UTRNet-Small (10.7M parameters) and UTRNet-Large (47.3M
parameters). The architecture consists of three main stages: feature extraction,
sequential modelling, and decoding. The feature extraction stage makes use of
convolutional layers to extract feature representations from the input image.
These representations are then passed to the sequential modelling stage to learn
sequential dependencies among them. Finally, the decoding module converts the
sequential data feature thus obtained into the final output sequence.

3.1 High-Resolution Multiscale Feature Extraction

In our proposed method, we address the wide mismatch in the accuracy of dif-
ferent characters observed in existing techniques, as shown in Figure 2. We posit
that this is due to the lack of attention given to small features associated with
most Urdu characters by the existing methods. These methods rely upon using
standard CNNs, such as RCNN[21], VGG[60], ResNet[25], etc., as their back-
bone. However, a significant drawback of using these CNNs is the low resolution
representation generated at the output layer. The representation lacks low-level
feature information, such as the dots (called “Nuqta”) in Urdu characters. To
overcome this limitation, in our proposed method, we propose to use a high-
resolution multiscale feature extraction technique to extract features from an
input image while preserving the small details of the image.

UTRNet-Small: To address the issue of computational efficiency, we propose a
lighter variant of our novel UTRNet architecture, referred to as UTRNet-Small,
which employs a standard U-Net model (as shown in Figure 3b), initially pro-
posed in [50] for biomedical image segmentation. The lighter version proposed
by us addresses captures high resolution feature maps using the standard U-Net
model, originally proposed in [50] for biomedical image segmentation. We first en-
code the low-resolution representation of input image X, which captured context
from a large receptive field. We then recovers the high-resolution representation
using learnable convolutions from the previous decoder layer, and skip connec-
tions from the encoder layers. For any resolution with index r ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4, 5},
the feature map at that resolution can be defined as: Fr = downsample(Fr−1)
during downsampling. Here downsample(Fr−1) is the downsampled feature map
from the resolution index (r − 1). Similarly, Fr = concat(upsample(Fr+1),Mr)
represents feature map during upsampling, where upsample(Fr+1) is the upsam-
pled feature map from the resolution index (r + 1), and Mr is the feature map
from the downsampling path corresponding to that resolution). This allows the
model to aggregate image features from multiple image scales.

UTRNet-Large: The model (Figure 3c) maintains high-resolution representa-
tion throughout the process and captures the fine-grained details more efficiently,
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using an HRNet architecture [66]. The resulting network consists of 4 stages, with
the Ith stage containing streams coming from #I different resolutions and giving
out #I streams corresponding to the different resolutions. Each stream in the
Ith stage is represented as RI

r , where r ∈ {1, 2, . . . , I}. These streams which are
then inter-fused among themselves to get #(I + 1) final output streams, RI,O

r

for the next stage:

RI,O
r =

I∑
i=1

fir(R
I
i ), r ∈ {1, 2, . . . , I + 1}

The transform function fir is dependent on the input resolution index i and the
output resolution index r. If x = r, then fxr(R) = R. However, if x < r, then
fxr(R) downsamples the input representation R. Similarly, if x > r, then fxr(R)
upsamples the input resolution. UTRNet-Large uses repeated multi-resolution
fusions which allows effective exchange of information across multiple resolutions.
Thus, giving a multi-dimensional and high-resolution feature representation of
the input image, which is semantically richer.

3.2 Sequential Modeling And Prediction

The output from the feature extraction stage is a feature map V = {vi}. To
prevent over-fitting, we implement a technique called Temporal Dropout [14], in
which we randomly drop half of the visual features before passing them to the
next stage. We do this 5 times in parallel and take the average. In order to capture
the rich contextual information and temporal relationships between the features
thus obtained, we pass it through 2 layers of BiLSTM [54] (DBiLSTM) [58]. Each

BiLSTM layer identifies two hidden states, hf
t and hb

t , calculated forward and
backward through time, respectively, which are combined to determine one hid-
den state ht, using an FC layer. The sequence H = {ht} = DBiLSTM(V )) thus
obtained has rich contextual information from both directions, which is crucial
for Urdu text recognition, especially because the shape of each character de-
pends upon characters around it. The final prediction output Y = {y1, y2, . . .},
a variable-length sequence of characters, is generated by the prediction mod-
ule from the input sequence H. For this, we use the Connectionist temporal
classification (CTC), as described in [22].

4 Current Publicly Available and Proposed Datasets

The availability of datasets for the study of Urdu Optical Character Recogni-
tion (OCR) is limited, with only a total of six datasets currently available: UPTI
[51], IIITH [30], UNHD [1], CENPARMI [52], CALAM [17], and PMU-UD [3].
Of these datasets, only IIITH and UPTI contain printed text line samples, out
of which only UPTI has a sufficient number of samples for training. However,
the UPTI dataset is synthetic in nature, with limited diversity and simplicity in
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(a) IIITH [30] (b) UPTI [51]

(c) Proposed UTRSet-Synth

(d) Proposed UTRSet-Real

Dataset Training Set Validation Set Vocab Length Type

IIITH [30] NA 1,610 5,772 Real
UPTI [51] 8,051 2,012 12,054 Synthetic

UTRSet-Real 9,065 2,096 22,964 Real
UTRSet-Synth 20,000 NA 28,187 Synthetic

Fig. 4: Sample images, and statistics of the publicly available and proposed
datasets. Notice the richness and diversity in the proposed UTRSet-Real and
UTRSet-Synth datasets, as compared to existing datasets

comparison to real-world images (See Figure 4). There is currently no compre-
hensive real-world printed Urdu OCR dataset available publicly for researchers.
As a result, different studies have used their own proprietary datasets, mak-
ing it difficult to determine the extent to which proposed models improve upon
existing approaches. This lack of standardisation and transparency hinders the
ability to compare the performance of different models accurately and to con-
tinue advancing research in the field, which our work aims to tackle with the
introduction of two new datasets. The following are the datasets used in this
paper (also summarized in Figure 4):

IIITH: This dataset was introduced by [30] in 2017, and it contains only the
validation data set of 1610 line images in nearly uniform colour and font. No
training data set has been provided. We corrected the ground-truth annotations
for this dataset, as we found several mistakes, as highlighted in Figure 5.

UPTI: Unlike the other two, this is a synthetic data set introduced in 2013 by
[51]. It consists of a total of 10,063 samples, out of which 2,012 samples are in
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Sample Image Original GT Corrected GT

یے کھر کرُوہوشؔ ق ۃ سہَ رٓتھ س۶ے تطے پ پ ایر گر سو سین رہ کر توا \ت آح س و کُا طقس تے چندمردوں تے ج گا کہ خدا نے ان بتوں کی شکل و صورت سے م ایک گروہ کہنے 

ی اصلى الله عليه وسلمّی! اے مخ مانٹدصو ی حجضٹ یا مصلٰ شہِ گے : عمادابنا مٹ :ساتھ کہنے  ه“اےمحمد ٰ گے: "ماراینا مثل حجتک یا محمد شهدانك رسول ا ساتھ کہنے 

ں و مں او رو۶ ھا اگی مر ے ِ ر -ہ ھ ھیىندا بھ ۔م ے یہودی آپس میں ان نشانیوں کا تزکرہ کیا کارتے ہجرت مدینہ سے پہ

ناس فٹبِ اُھکاء دیبنا ، فبپا شرفی ادذ وغر بھا"، فبچ حذہ :ا عصور رض ع غیربھا۔۔ فی ھذہ ا ناس فی احکام دینھم فی شرق ا ،ا

دقم ۹ ۴ م رقم ۱۸۰۴۶۔۔/۲۴/۳/۲۰۰۲

ُتی صیہَ ّصھّنہ و کجادہ اٰہ : با  ٹُئّ: واکو نعفظ' ا دبگلٔ ہا تی ھی هُم با حَسَنَة وَجَاد مَوعظة ا حکمَة وَا ربَکَ با

Fig. 5: Mistakes in IIITH dataset annotations and our corrections.

the validation set. This data set is also uniform in colour and font and has a
vocabulary of 12,054 words.

Proposed UTRSet-Real: A comprehensive real-world annotated dataset cu-
rated by us, containing a few easy and mostly hard images (as illustrated in
Figure 1). To create this dataset, we collected 130 books and old documents,
scanned over 500 pages, and manually annotated the scanned images with line-
wise bounding boxes and corresponding ground truth labels. After cropping the
lines and performing data cleaning, we obtained a final dataset of 11,161 lines,
with 2,096 lines in the validation set and the remaining in the training set. This
dataset stands out for its diversity, with various fonts, text sizes, colours, orien-
tations, lighting conditions, noises, styles, and backgrounds represented in the
samples, making it well-suited for real-world Urdu text recognition.

Proposed UTRSet-Synth: To complement the real-world data in UTRSet-
Real for training purposes, we also present UTRSet-Synth, a high-quality syn-
thetic dataset of 20,000 lines with over 28,000 total unique words, closely resem-
bling real-world representations of Urdu text. This dataset is generated using a
custom-designed synthetic data generation module that allows for precise con-
trol over variations in font, text size, colour, resolution, orientation, noise, style,
background etc. The module addresses the challenge of standardizing fonts by
collecting and incorporating over 130 diverse fonts of Urdu after making cor-
rections to their rendering schemes. It also addresses the limitation of current
datasets, which have very few instances of Arabic words and numerals, Urdu
digits etc., by incorporating such samples in sufficient numbers. Additionally, it
generates text samples by randomly selecting words from a vocabulary of 100,000
words. The generated UTRSet-Synth has 28,187 unique words with an average
word length of 7 characters. The data generation module has been made publicly
available on the project page to facilitate further research.

Proposed UrduDoc: In addition to the recognition datasets discussed above,
we also present UrduDoc, a benchmark dataset for Urdu text line detection in
scanned documents. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first dataset of its
kind [4,15]. It was created as a byproduct of the UTRSet-Real dataset generation
process, in which the pages were initially scanned and then annotated with hor-
izontal bounding boxes in COCO format [41] to crop the text lines. Comprising
of 478 diverse images collected from various sources such as books, documents,
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Fig. 6: Sample images from the UrduDoc Dataset: An annotated real-world
benchmark for Urdu text line detection in scanned documents

manuscripts, and newspapers, it is split into 358 pages for training and 120
for validation. The images include a wide range of styles, scales, and lighting
conditions, making them a valuable resource for the research community. The
UrduDoc dataset will serve as a valuable resource for the research community,
advancing research in Urdu document analysis. We also provide benchmark re-
sults of a few SOTA text detection models on this dataset using precision, recall,
and h-mean, as shown in Table 1. The results demonstrate that the Contour-
Net model [69] outperforms the other models in terms of h-mean. It is worth
noting that as text detection was not the primary focus of our research but
rather a secondary contribution, a thorough examination of text detection has
not been conducted. This aspect can be considered a future work for researchers
interested in advancing the field of Urdu document analysis. We will make this
dataset publicly available to the research community for non-commercial, aca-
demic, and research purposes associated with Urdu document analysis, subject
to request and upon execution of a no-cost license agreement.

5 Experiments And Results

Experimental Setup: In order to ensure a fair comparison among the exist-
ing models in the field, we have established a consistent experimental setup for
evaluating the performance of all the models and report all the results in Table

Methods Precision Recall Hmean

EAST [75] 70.43 72.56 71.48
PSENet [67] 78.32 77.91 78.11
DRRG [72] 83.05 84.72 83.87
ContourNet [69] 85.36 88.68 86.99

Table 1: Experimental results on UrduDoc
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Model/Strategy UTRSet-Real IIITH UPTI

Various Multiscale Feature Extraction Backbones

UNet [50] 90.87 86.35 95.08
AttnNet [46] 91.95 86.45 95.26
ResidualUNet [73] 91.90 87.16 95.23
InceptionUNet [48] 92.10 87.37 95.61
UNetPlusPlus [76] 92.53 87.36 95.84
HRNet [66] 92.97 88.01 95.97

Various Sequential Modelling Backbones

LSTM 91.20 87.21 94.41
GRU 91.48 87.04 94.58
MDLSTM 91.51 87.38 94.67
BiLSTM 91.53 87.67 94.69
DBiLSTM 92.97 88.01 95.97

Various Strategies to Improve Generalization

None 91.07 86.80 95.07
Augmentation 92.35 87.53 95.48
Augmentation + Temporal Dropout 92.97 88.01 95.97

Table 2: The results of the ablation study for UTRNet provide a comprehen-
sive examination of the impact of individual feature extraction and sequence
modelling stages and augmentation strategies on the overall performance of the
model. By evaluating each stage one-by-one while keeping the remaining stages
constant, the results highlight the key factors driving the accuracy of the model,
offering valuable insight into optimizing the performance of UTRNet.

3. Specifically, we have fixed the choice of training to the UTRSet-Real train-
ing set, the validation set to be the validation sets of the datasets outlined in
Figure 4. Further, to compare the different available training datasets, we train
our proposed UTRNet models on each of them and present the results in Ta-
ble 4. We have used the AdaDelta optimizer [71], with a decay rate of 0.95, to
train our UTRNet models on an NVIDIA A100 40GB GPU. The batch size and
learning rate used were 32 and 1.0, respectively. Gradient clipping was employed
at a magnitude of 5, and all parameters were initialized using He’s method
[66]. To improve the robustness of the model, we employed a variety of data
augmentation techniques during the training process, such as random resizing,
stretching/compressing, rotation, and translation, various types of noise, ran-
dom border crop, contrast stretching, and various image processing techniques,
to simulate different types of imaging conditions and improve the model’s ability
to generalize to real-world scenarios. The UTRNet-Large model achieved conver-
gence in approximately 7 hours. We utilize the standard character-wise accuracy
metric for comparison, which uses the edit distance between the predicted output
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Models UTRSet-Real IIITH UPTI

A. Baseline OCR models (Hybrid CNN-RNN)

R2AM [39] 84.12 81.39 92.07
CRNN [58] 83.11 81.45 91.49
GRCNN [65] 84.21 81.09 92.28
Rosetta [11] 84.08 81.94 92.15
RARE [59] 85.63 83.59 92.74
STAR-Net [42] 87.05 84.27 93.59
TRBA [8] 88.92 85.61 94.16

B. Baseline OCR models (Transformer-based)

Parseq [10] 26.13 25.60 26.41
ViTSTR [7] 34.86 32.63 35.78
TrOCR [40] 38.43 36.10 37.61
ABINet [19] 41.17 40.20 38.96
CDistNet [74] 33.72 34.96 32.48
VisionLAN [68] 28.40 27.82 29.07

C. SOTA Urdu OCR models

5LayerCNN-DBiLSTM [20] 82.92 81.15 90.67
VGG-BiLSTM [30] 83.11 81.45 91.49
VGG-MDLSTM [45,44] 83.30 81.72 91.17
VGG-LSTM-Attn [62] 84.16 82.21 91.88
VGG-DBiLSTM-Attn [12] 84.58 82.72 92.01
ResNet-BiLSTM [31] 86.96 84.18 93.61
DenseNet-GRU-Attn [6] 91.10 85.32 94.63

UTRNet-Small 90.87 86.35 95.08
UTRNet 92.97 88.01 95.97

Table 3: Performance comparison of SOTA OCR models

(Pred) and the ground truth (GT):

Accuracy =

∑
(length(GT )− EditDistance(Pred,GT ))∑

(length(GT ))

5.1 Results And Analysis

In order to evaluate the effectiveness of our proposed architecture, we conducted
a series of experiments and compared our results with state-of-the-art (SOTA)
models for Urdu OCR, as well as a few for Arabic, including both printed and
handwritten ones (Table 3C). Additionally, we evaluated our model against the
current SOTA baseline OCR models, primarily developed for Latin-based lan-
guages (Tables 3A and 3B). Our proposed model achieves superior performance,
surpassing all of the SOTA OCR models in terms of character-wise accuracy
on all three validation datasets, achieving a recognition accuracy of 92.97% on
the UTRSet-Real validation set. It is worth noting that while Table 3A presents
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a comparison of our proposed model against hybrid CNN-RNN models, Table
3B presents a comparison against recent transformer-based models. The results
clearly show that transformer-based models perform poorly in comparison to our
proposed model and even the SOTA CNN-RNN models for Latin OCR. This can
be attributed to the fact that these models, which are designed to be trained
on massive datasets when applied to the case of Urdu script recognition, overfit
the small-size training data and struggle to generalize, thus resulting in poor
validation accuracy.

In our analysis of our proposed UTRSet-Real and UTRSet-Synth datasets
against the existing UPTI dataset, which is currently the only available training
dataset for this purpose, we found that our proposed datasets effectively improve
the performance of the UTRNet model. When trained on the UPTI dataset, both
UTRNet-Small and UTRNet achieve high accuracy on the UPTI validation set
but perform poorly on the UTRSet-Real and IIITH validation sets. This suggests
that the UPTI dataset is not representative of real-world scenarios and does
not adequately capture the complexity and diversity of printed Urdu text. Our
proposed datasets, on the other hand, are specifically designed to address these
issues and provide a more comprehensive and realistic representation of the
task at hand, as both of them perform significantly well on all datasets, with
UTRSet-Real being the best. Furthermore, the results show that combining all
three training datasets can further improve the performance, especially on the
IIITH and UPTI validation sets.

One of the key insights from our results is the significant difference in accu-
racy when comparing our proposed UTRNet model with the current state-of-
the-art (SOTA) model for printed Urdu OCR [30], as presented in Figure 2. This
highlights the complexity of recognizing the intricate features of Urdu charac-
ters and the efficacy of our proposed UTRNet model in addressing these chal-
lenges. Our results align with our hypothesis that high-resolution multi-scale
feature maps are essential for capturing the nuanced details required for ac-
curate Urdu OCR. To further support this claim, we also present a visualiza-
tion of feature maps generated from our CNN (as depicted in Figure 7), which

Model Training Data UTRSet-Real IIITH UPTI

UTRNet-Small UPTI 54.84 72.82 98.63
UTRNet-Small UTRSet-Real 90.87 86.35 95.08
UTRNet-Small UTRSet-Synth 75.14 85.47 92.09
UTRNet-Small Mix-All 91.71 90.04 98.72

UTRNet UPTI 64.73 76.15 99.17
UTRNet UTRSet-Real 92.97 88.01 95.97
UTRNet UTRSet-Synth 80.26 87.85 93.49
UTRNet Mix-All 93.39 90.91 98.36

Table 4: Performance after training with different datasets. See that training
with UPTI dataset leads to poor performance on real-world validation datasets.
(Here, “Mix-All” means a mixture of UPTI, UTRSet-Real & UTRSet-Synth)
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Stage 1: Highest resolution feature maps

Stage 4: Lowest resolution feature maps

Feature maps after concatenating all resolutions of Stage 4

Fig. 7: Visualization of feature maps learnt by various layers of the UTRNet-
Large. The small features associated with various characters are lost at low
resolution (middle row) but are present in the last row. This illustrates the
effectiveness of our proposed high-resolution multi-scale feature extraction tech-
nique, leading to improved performance in the printed Urdu text recognition.

clearly demonstrates the ability of UTRNet to effectively extract and preserve
the high-resolution details of the input image. Additionally, we provide a qual-
itative analysis of the results by comparing our model with the SOTA [30] in
Figure 9.

We also conducted a series of ablation studies to investigate the impact of
various components of our proposed UTRNet model on performance. The results
of this study, as shown in Table 2, indicate that each component of our model
makes a significant contribution to the overall performance. Specifically, since
we observed that incorporating a multi-scale high-resolution feature extraction
significantly improves the result for Urdu OCR, we tried various other multi-
scale CNNs as a part of our ablation study. We also found that the use of
generalisation techniques, such as temporal dropout and augmentation, further
improved the robustness of our model, making it able to effectively handle a
wide range of challenges which are commonly encountered in real-world Urdu
OCR scenarios.

6 Web Tool for End-to-End Urdu OCR

Urdu OCR
Indian Institute of Technology Delhi

Transcribe Image To Text
Download Transcription

Input Image: Prediction:
تاول کے اختتام برمر کتی کردار چتگ جی کے دوست اس سے کہتے ہیں۔

ہم تھارادکھ سمجھ گئے ہیں، ہم پر بھی یہی کچھ بیتی ہے، گھائل کی گت گھائل ہی جانتا 
ہے۔ وانک چنگ چی زور دے کر کہتاہے‘ تو پھر ہم ساری دنیا و چیخ یخ ترکیوں

"ہیں بتاتے؟“ اس پروہ نزمی سے مسکراتے ہوئے پوچھتے ہیں ”اوریم کیوں نہیں تتانے
ے اضسانی تتعور ابات پہ ہ مکام نجات کی راہ کی طف اشارہ ہے۔ سارے انق

ں پر درش پاتے ہیں، جسماتی اور ماقدی وقوع بعد میں ہوتا ہے۔یدی سے آگاہ اویر
ہ اس" تبعیع میں ریادہ جوش باحیر ہو جاتابدی کوآ دھاہتامر دینا ہے۔ حزدرت ہے 

ے ف ہمت اور حوص وی تے ح ورہمہ کیری پیداہو، اوروہ بے چارے بی اپی مط
کے ساتھ احتجاج کر سکیں جو جبر کے جادوگر کے ہاتھوں پتھر کے بت ین کر کونگے

ف احجاج ہے۔ وہ دن مبارک ہوگا جب ہوچکے ہیں۔ یہ نادل نظام جبر کے خ
یکن اس وقت کا اتتظار کرنے یہ احجاجی گیت دنیاکی ساری زبانوں میں گویجے گا 

ہ افزائی کی جائے جو اس تاول کو سے یہتر ہے کہ اس حسم کے انقرادی جہادی حوص
اگر یری کے تو سّط سے اردو میں حققل کر کے کیا کیا ہے۔

پورانوں میں ایک کہا ہے۔ ایک راتق تھا، جھسم آسر اس کا تام تھا۔
وہ دکھایا اس مے ایک تقتت تک ریاصت اور عیادت کی تو شوجی مے اسے اپتا ج

ی تو اس نے غور کرتا کے سر پروہ ہاتھ رکھے، فورا راکھ ہوجاے۔ یہ مرادا سے م
اور اس کی (یک حو ہس بوری کرسے کا جن دیا اس مے رداف مافگا کہ سس سحسی
ہ کیا کہ یہ نیا ہتھیار خود شوجی ہی شروع کیا کہ کسے اپنا فشانہ بناے۔ اس مے قیص

اور شوجی کی پتنی پاروکی بھی ہاتھ آئیں۔ شوجی اس کا ارادہ بھانپ کر بھاگے
م رای بھی تصیب ہو شرکت غیرے ح سر آزمائے، تاکہ ساری کائنات کی ب

 پاردنی نے جوانھیں اس مصییت میں پھسادیکھا تودہ اسر کے پاس ی ہنچیں اور

Fig. 8: Web tool developed by us for end-to-end
Urdu OCR

We have developed an on-
line website for Urdu OCR
that integrates ContourNet
[69] model, trained on the Ur-
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Sample Image SOTA Prediction UTRNet Prediction

عارِیرکساب کی رونٹٹی میب قل بر گساں کی رونننفی میں

ی پات تو یہے ک یکیت کیت ابک خوش ک اور فزگرشاع ا پہ ی بات تو یہ ہے کہ شیکئیر بحثیت ایک خوش فکر اور نغز گوشاعر پہ

ت ہار ی تی ک ہچ کہھ ہ ا ا کیہ ہی ی ہ ہھے  ے حا ط تھا۔ اس کی نہ تو ت بتار ہی تھی کہ وہ جوکچھ کہہ رہاتھا غ  حا
بیوی تھی اور نہ چے۔

م داری یگ ای ا ا ای ی ی ای ی وا یں ک یو ای م ل  ا د دارگی کا رجحان ادرشاعرانہ رندی دبیا کی سے دوری کا اظمار سے د

یہ ٹرھ د ہا ہے۔;1 ک مہ پڑھ رہا ہےـ ”!ک

Fig. 9: The figure illustrates a qualitative analysis of our proposed UTRNet-Small
and the SOTA method [30] on the UTRSet-Real dataset. To facilitate a fair
comparison, the errors in the transcriptions are highlighted in red. The results
showcase the superior accuracy of UTRNet in capturing fine-grained details and
accurately transcribing Urdu text in real-world documents.

duDoc dataset with our pro-
posed UTRNet model. This
integration allows for end-to-
end text recognition in real-
world documents, making the
website a valuable tool for
easy and efficient digitization
of a large corpus of available
Urdu literature.

7 Conclusion

In this work, we have addressed the limitations of previous works in Urdu OCR,
which struggle to generalize to the intricacies of the Urdu script and the lack of
large annotated real-world data. We have presented a novel approach through
the introduction of a high-resolution, multi-scale semantic feature extraction-
based model which outperforms previous SOTA models for Urdu OCR, as well
as Latin OCR, by a significant margin. We have also introduced three compre-
hensive datasets: UTRSet-Real, UTRSet-Synth, and UrduDoc, which are signifi-
cant contributions towards advancing research in printed Urdu text recognition.
Additionally, the corrections made to the ground truth of the existing IIITH
dataset have made it a more reliable resource for future research. Furthermore,
we’ve also developed a web based tool for end-to-end Urdu OCR which we hope
will help in digitizing the large corpus of available Urdu literature. Despite the
promising results of our proposed approach, there remains scope for further op-
timization and advancements in the field of Urdu OCR. A crucial area of focus
is harnessing the power of transformer-based models along with large amounts
of synthetic data by enhancing the robustness and realism of synthetic data
and potentially achieving even greater performance gains. Our work has laid the
foundation for continued progress in this field, and we hope it will inspire new
and innovative approaches for printed Urdu text recognition.
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